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Abstract

Background
Radiotherapy (RT) is one of the main treatments for men with prostate cancer (PCa). Yet, to date, with
numerous sophisticated nano-formulations as radiosensitizers have been synthesized with inspiring
therapeutic effect both in vitro and in vivo, there still lacks the successful clinical translation of such
nanosystems. Meanwhile, almost all the attention has been paid on the enhanced dose deposition effect
by secondary electrons of nanomaterials with high atomic numbers (Z), despite that cell-cycle arrest, DNA
damage and also reactive oxygen species (ROS) production are critical working mechanisms accounting
for radiosensitization.

Methods
Herein, an ‘all-purpose’ nanostrategy based on dose deposition enhancement, cell cycle arrest and ROS
production as prostate cancer radiosensitizer for potential clinical translation was proposed. The rather
simple structure of docetaxel loaded Au nanoparticles (NPs) with prostate specific membrane antigen
(PSMA) ligand conjugation have been successfully synthesized by a rather facile protocol.

Results
Enhanced cellular uptake achieved via selective internalization of the NPs by PCa cells with positive
PSMA expression could guarantee the enhanced dose deposition. Moreover, the as-synthesized
nanosystem could arrest cell cycle at G2/M phases, which would reduce the ability of DNA damage repair
for more irradiation sensitive of the PCa cells. Meanwhile, G2/M phases arrest would further promote
cascade retention and enrichment of the NPs within the cells. Furthermore, ROS generation and double
strand breaks greatly promoted by the NPs under irradiation (IR) could also provide an underlying basis
for effective radiosensitizers.

Conclusions
Investigations from in vitro and in vivo confirmed the as-synthesized NPs as an effective nanoradiosensitizer with ideal safety. More importantly, all the moieties within the present nanosystem have
been approved by FDA for the purpose of PCa treatment, thus making the it highly attractive for clinical
translation.

Background
Prostate cancer (PCa), the second most frequent cancer among male patients, has estimated 1.1 million
new cases with 15% of all diagnosed cancers worldwide every year.[1] Till now, radical prostatectomy is
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regarded as the gold standard clinical treatment for localized PCa, but surgery could nevertheless
destruct urethral sphincter and pelvic floor structure potentially, which would lead to incontinence and
erectile disfunction.[2, 3] In addition, patients with severe complications or older individuals usually are
intolerant to radical surgery. As a non-invasive treatment, radiotherapy (RT) serves as the major surrogate
for frail patients or those who take life quality seriously. The anti-tumor efficiency of RT, however, is
inferior to that of radical prostatectomy.[4] Moreover, high dose RT has complications itself, such as
blood in urine, rectal leaking, and even secondary cancer.[5] Our previous study has reported that RT for
PCa can even increase the incidence of secondary bladder cancer.[6] Therefore, it would be of great
significance to develop new strategies to improve the oncological outcomes of RT, ensuring the
therapeutic efficiency while reducing the radiation dose so as to avoid unnecessary exposure of normal
tissues for potential radiotoxicity.
Enhanced therapeutic efficacy of RT can be achieved by introducing high atomic number (Z)
nanoparticles as radiosensitizer as they can enhance photoelectric interactions and Auger effects,
thereby increasing energy deposition in tumors and improving RT outcomes[7, 8]. However, with
numerous researches on design and synthesis of various novel nano-formulations as radiosensitizers
which showing inspiring therapeutic effect both in vitro and in vivo, there still lacks the successful benchto-bed translation of such nanosystems. The successful clinical translation of nano-formulations in the
chemotherapy, thermotherapy and imaging may shed some lights on the design and translational
research of nano-agents as radiosensitizer. In principle, the fabrication of nano-formulations under
clinical trials are normally based on a quite conventional protocol with controllable size/morphology and
rather simple structure. Too sophisticated synthesis steps and complicated structure may encounter more
challenging before adoption in clinical practice due to safety concern for patients. Secondly, the rational
utilization of unique features and advantages of approved formulations may also set the basis of
successful clinical translation. For instance, doxorubicin known as chemotherapeutic agent widely
applied in clinical, also displays remarkable immunomodulatory properties.[9] Currently, about 20 clinical
trials on nano-immunotherapy based on doxorubicin combined with PD-1/L1 checkpoint blockers are
being conducted with the most advanced stage study of the phase III JAVELIN 200 trial.[10] Such
attempts of repurposing clinical first line medicines for new applications also bring some new ideas for
design and research of nano-radiosensitizer to facilitate the clinical translation.
Except for enhanced dose deposition effect by secondary electrons, the mechanism of action of
radiosensitizers currently applied in clinical also include cell-cycle arrest, DNA damage and also reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production, etc.[11] However, with special attention paid on enhanced dose
deposition by high-Z nanomaterials, the other mechanisms are normally neglected when designing the
nano-radiosensitizer. Herein, with the attempt to develop an all-propose and effective nanosystem as
radiosensitizer potentially for clinical translation, docetaxel (DTX) loaded Au NPs with 2-[3-(1,3Dicarboxypropyl) ureido] pentanedioic acid (DUPA) coating was proposed and successfully fabricated by
a facile protocol. DTX has been approved by FDA as first-line chemotherapeutic agent for PCa with the
working mechanism mainly involving microtubular depolymerization inhibition to arrest cells in G2/M
phases.[12] Apart from the pharmacology, DTX has also been widely reported as an effective
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radiosensitization agent.[13] With up to a 100-fold enhancement in the keV energy range, gold has a
much higher absorbance of radiation compared to normal tissue and the effectiveness of Au NPs as
radiosensitizer has been confirmed.[14] More importantly, a clinical pilot trial using Au NPs as agent for
photothermal ablation in patients with low- to intermediate- risk PCa has demonstrated safety of Au NPs.
[15] DUPA, one of the highest-affinity small molecular ligands of prostate specific antigen (PSMA), had
been used for clinical trial for targeting radioimaging.[16] It was worth noting that all the three moieties
within the nanosystem have been approved by FDA for the purpose of PCa treatment. However, no
attempt has been performed to combine them into one nano-platform as all-purpose radiosensitizer for
PCa treatment, i.e. radiosensitization based on enhanced dose deposition effect, cell-cycle arrest, DNA
damage as well as ROS production could be achieved. A detailed design and therapeutic strategy of DTX
loaded Au NPs with DUPA coating (Au@DTX-DUPA) is presented in Scheme 1. The safety and
effectiveness of the synthesized NPs as radiosensitizer were systematically tested. More importantly, the
effect of the nanosystem on cell cycle redistribution, ROS production and also DNA damage was
systematically investigated. All the observations of the nanosystem in the PCa accurate RT treatment
make it an all-purpose nano-radiosensitizer potentially for clinical PCa treatment.

Methods Or Experimental Section
Materials
Chloroauric acid, tetrahydrate (HAuCl4·4H2O, 99%), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC)
was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). DTX and PSMA antibody
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). DUPA (OtBu)-OH was purchased from Med Chem
Express (New Jersey, USA). Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) was purchased from Dojindo Molecular
Technologies (Japan). Deionized water with resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm was used in all of the experiments.
All agents were used without further purification.
Synthesis of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs
Au NPs were prepared by the typical reduction method[17] (Supporting information). For Pegylated Au
NPs, excess of SH-PEG2K-NH2 and SH-mPEG2K ligands in ratio of 1:4 molar was used to react with 1
equiv of naked Au NPs for 12 h. To visualize the PEG corona, the PEGylated Au NPs samples were
stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid prior to TEM observation. Pegylated Au-DUPA NPs was
synthesized as previously reported with minor modifications.[18, 19] Briefly, DUPA(OtBu)-OH (0.2 mmol)
was dissolved in dichloromethane (10 mL), followed by the addition of Hydroxybenzotriazole (1 equiv),
EDC-HCl (2 equiv), and triethylamine (1 equiv), in ice bath for 1h. Subsequently, Pegylated Au NPs
modified with amino terminal PEG (0.01g) dispersed in dichloromethane (5ml) were added to mixed
system, the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h in a N2 atmosphere. Then, the
protected group of DUPA(OtBu)-OH were removed by the addition of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 50%). Next,
the organic solvent was removed by reduced pressure distillation to yield Au-DUPA NPs. Excess ligands
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and other reaction products were removed by extensive purification (MWCO = 30 kDa) for 3 times. The
purified Au-DUPA NPs were collected and followed by freeze-drying.
DTX Loading and Release
DTX was encapsulated into PEGylated Au-DUPA NPs through the non-covalent interaction to construct
the Au@DTX-DUPA NPs. First, DTX was added to Au-DUPA NPs in dichlormethane solution with gradient
weight ratio (DTX/Au-DUPA NPs = 1:50, 1:25, 3:50, 1:12.5, 1:10, 1:8.3, 1:7.1, 1:6.25). Then, the mixture
was slowly stirred at room temperature for four days. After dichlormethane was completely evaporated,
the products were re-dispersed into 10 mL DI water for further UV-Vis analysis. The typical band of free
DTX in water was set as reference. The disappearance of the typical band of DTX indicated that there
was no free DTX in the supernatant and almost all DTX molecules were encapsulated into the PEG
coronal of Au-DUPA NPs. In order to evaluate in vitro DTX release from Au@DTX-DUPA NPs, HBSS was
chosen as simulated body fluid. In brief, 2.0 mg of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs was loaded into a dialysis tubing
(retention molecular weight 12 kD) and then the dialysis tubing was maintained in 40 mL HBSS in a 37℃
water bath shaker. At designed time interval, 0.5 mL HBSS was obtained for DTX detection and another
0.5 mL fresh HBSS was supplemented. For DTX detection, the obtained releasing mixture were extracted
with dichloromethane twice. Then 0.5 mL methanol was added to dissolve DTX for further highperformance liquid chromatography assay. The mobile phase was acetylene and the chromatography
column was Agilent ZORBAX Eclipse XDB-C18 (5 μm).
Cell Culture and In Vitro Cytotoxicity
Human PCa cell lines (PC-3, 22RV1) and mouse fibroblast cell line (L929) were purchased from Cell Bank
of Type Culture Collection of Chinese Academy of Sciences and maintained in RPMI-1640 medium
supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum, 50 μg/mL penicillin, 50 μg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM Lglutamine. The biocompatibility of Au-DUPA NPs was evaluated with L929 cell line. L929 cells were
seeded in 96-well plate and grown for 24 h. Then, cells were incubated with cell culture medium
containing different concentrations of Au-DUPA NPs for 24 and 48 h, respectively. Next, the cells survival
was calculated by CCK-8 assay. To compare the cytotoxicity of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and free DTX and
identified EC50 values of two agents for 22RV1 cell. 22RV1 cells were seeded in 96-well plate and grown
for 24 h. Then, cells were incubated with cell culture medium containing different concentrations of
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and free DTX for 24 h. Next, the cells viability was determined by CCK-8 assay. The
dose-effect curves of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and free DTX were built and the EC50 of two agents for 22RV1
cells were identified, Absorbance was measured at 450 nm using 96-well plate reader (Varioskan Flash,
Thermo).
Cellular Uptake of Au-DUPA NPs
First, the expression of PSMA on 22RV1 and PC3 cell lines were determined by immunohistochemistry.
Then, two kinds of cells were incubated with 30 μg/mL FITC-labeled Au-DUPA NPs for 24 h in 6-well
plates. Then, the cells were washed with HBSS (pH = 7.4) twice and stained with Hoechst 33342 (2
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μg/mL) for 10 min at 37℃. Afterward, the cells were washed with HBSS again, and observed by confocal
laser scanning microscope. All images were collected on a Nikon laser scanning confocal microscope
system with a 20X objective. The FITC-labeled NPs were detected by an excitation wavelength of 488 nm
and an emission wavelength of 535 nm. Hoechst 33342 was activated by an excitation wavelength of
343 nm and an emission wavelength of 483 nm to label nucleus. The intracellular content of Au was
quantified by ICP-MS (NexION 300 D, PerkinElmer Corporation, USA).
Detection and Quantification of Cell Cycle and Intracellular NPs Concentration
The effects of various treatments on the cell cycle distribution were analyzed by FACS (BD FACSARIA,
Bio-Rad). The 22RV1 cells were incubated with Au-DUPA NPs, free DTX, or Au@DTX-DUPA NPs. After
indicated incubated periods (8, 16, 24 h), the medium was removed, and 22RV1 cells were harvested by
trypsinization, centrifugation, and fixed in 70% ice-cold ethanol at 4 ℃ overnight. Afterward, the cells
were washed, re-suspended and treated with 10 μg/mL RNase (Sigma–Aldrich Co., US) for 30 min at 37
℃, and then stained with HBSS containing 50 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) for 30 min at 4℃. Finally, the
stained cells were analyzed by FACS. As for NPs concentration, cells were incubated with indicated
concentration of FITC-labeled Pegylated Au NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs, respectively. After
indicated incubated periods (8, 16, 24 h), the medium was removed and cells were harvested. Cell
suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant was removed. After that, the cell samples were
resuspended by HBSS and were submitted to the procedure for measuring average FITC fluorescence
intensities using FACS.
Evaluation of Radiosensitive Efficacy In Vitro
The enhancement of radiotherapy efficacy in vitro was evaluated by apoptosis related protein expression
and colony formation assay. 22RV1 cells were incubated with indicated concentration (30 μg/mL, with
respect to Au) of Pegylated Au NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs, respectively for 24 h. Then, 4 Gy
IR was given. Cells without treatment were set as control. Cells were collected and lysed with RIPA buffer.
The supernatant was collected after centrifugation at 16,000 g at 4 ℃ for 15 min. Protein concentration
was measured with BCA method. Then protein lysis buffer was treated with 10% SDS-PAGE and
transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes for western blot analysis, then blocked with
5% non-fat milk, and probed with primary antibodies at 4 ℃ overnight. The primary antibodies are as
following: Cleaved PARP (1:1000, CST), β-Actin (1:5000, Abcam). The membrane was washed with TBST
3 times, and incubated with HRP linked secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature, followed by
washing with TBST. Then, the membrane was incubated with ECL (Bio-rad) for 5 min. Protein band was
visualized by using a Bio-Rad Chemi-Doc MP imaging system. For colony formation assay, 22RV1 cells
were seeded in 6-well plates at a concentration of 1*104/ well and incubated with indicated concentration
of Pegylated Au NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, or Au@DTX-DUPA NPs for 24 h. Then, the medium was removed and
cells were washed with HBSS to remove the non-internalized NPs. 4 Gy IR was given to each group. IR
only group was set as reference Next, the cells were trypsinized, counted, and seeded into 6-well plates.
After incubating for 12 days, the colony formation was washed with HBSS and fixed with 4%
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paraformaldehyde and 0.4% crystal violet solution in HBSS was added to stain the colonies. Then the
number of them were counted to calculate the surviving fraction.
Detection and Quantification of ROS
22RV1 cells were seeded into 6-well plates and incubated with indicated concentration (30 μg/mL, with
respect to Au) of Pegylated Au NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs for 24 h. Cells received IR only
were used as reference. After incubation, the medium was removed and cells were washed with HBSS.
DCF-DA agent (50 μM) in serum-free medium was added to each well and incubated for another 40 min.
Then, the cells were washed with HBSS twice and received under 4Gy IR. Next, the cells were trypsinized,
resuspended in HBSS. The average DCF-fluorescence intensity in cells were measured by FACS. As for
imaging DCF-fluorescence, cells cultured in 96-well plates were washed with HBSS, added DCF-DA agent,
radiated, and imaged with confocal laser scanning microscope by sequence.
Detection and Quantification of DSBs
22RV1 cells were incubated with indicated concentration (30 μg/mL, with respect to Au) of Pegylated Au
NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs for 24 h, before being subjected to 4Gy IR. Cells with IR only were
used as reference. After IR, the cells were trypsinized and immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde fixation for
15 min and then washed with HBSS three times. After that, treating the cells with Triton X-100 for 30 min
to damage their membranes. Next, the cells were soak in a blocking buffer (1% bovine serum albumin in
tris-buffered saline solution) for 1 h and incubated with antihistone γH2AX mouse monoclonal antibodies
(diluted 1:500 with HBSS) in the dark overnight at 4 °C, followed by washing with HBSS three times. Then,
they were further cultured with sheep anti-mouse secondary antibody (diluted 1:2000 with HBSS) for 2 h
in dark and then washed with HBSS three times. Afterwards, 10 μL Hoechst 33342 was used to stain the
cells for 15 min. Finally, the stained cells were analyzed with FACS. As for imaging the fluorescence, cells
in 96-well plants were washed twice with cold HBSS after IR, fixed with 70% ethanol for 2 h, then treated
with Triton X-100, soaked in a blocking buffer, incubated with antihistone γH2AX mouse monoclonal
antibodies, cultured with sheep anti-mouse secondary antibody, and observed with confocal laser
scanning microscope by sequence.
Biodistribution of NPs and In Vivo Anticancer Efficiency
Xenograft tumors were inoculated in the right flank of male athymic nude mice (6 weeks old, 18-23g) by
subcutaneous injection of 1 × 106 22RV1 cells in 100 μL of 1:1 (v/v) mixture of serum-free RPMI-1640
and matrigel solution. When tumor size reached about 100 mm3, tumor-bearing mice were divided
randomly into 5 groups: control, RT only, Au NPs + RT, Au-DUPA NPs + RT, and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + RT
group. NPs were given to mice with the dose of 5 mg/kg (with respect to Au). 24h after injection of NPs,
the mice received 6Gy electron beam under Varian True Beam system (SN1698). Machine operating at 6
MeV, 20 cm source subject distance, and 50 cGy/min dose rate. Only the tumor region was irradiated, as
the remaining parts of the body were lead-shielded. All treatments were carried out only once. Tumor
sizes and body weight were measured every day. Tumor volumes were calculated using the formula V =
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0.5 *a *b2, where “a” and “b” are the length and width of tumor, respectively. The data were collected until
14th day. Then, the mice received isoflurane anesthesia and were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. To
evaluate the biodistribution of NPs, vital viscus (liver, lungs, heart, kidneys, spleen) and xenograft tumors
of mice were collected at 12 h post injection of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs. Before analysis, all the tissue
samples were stored at −20 °C. Then, the samples were thawed, weighed, grinded, and then digested in 3
mL of aqua regia at 65 °C overnight. Finally, the digested samples were diluted up to 20 mL with DI water
and analyzed by ICP-MS.
Statistics
All experiments were performed in triplicates unless stated otherwise. All analyses were performed using
R version 3.6.1 software (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria; www.rproject.org). All numerical results are expressed as mean SD. Descriptive statistics and significant
differences between groups were analyzed using two-tailed Student's t-tests, and the difference was
considered significant if *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.

Results And Discussion
Synthesis and Characterization of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs
The synthesis strategy of the Au@DTX-DUPA nanosystem is shown in Figure 1a. The Au NPs were
prepared by the classic Turkevich method in which gold chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O) was reduced
by borane-tert-butylamine complex, resulting gold core diameter of ~5 nm (Figure S1). Spherical shaped
Au NPs were adopted due to the observation that compared with the Au NPs with other morphologies
including spike or rod shapes, spherical NPs may result highest cellular uptake.[20] For Au NPs based
radiosensitization, it has been proved that Au NPs would induce inhomogeneous dose distribution of
Auger electrons within the immediate vicinity, depositing does of potentially thousands of Gy on the
range of tens of nm [21] and the optimal radio-enhancement could be achieved when the distance is less
than the mean range of the secondary electrons.[22] Therefore, whether Au NPs can enter into cells is an
important factor to determine the overall level for the radio-enhancement. Moreover, it has been reported
that 5 nm PEG-coated Au NPs have relatively smaller impacts on blood cells, hepatic functions, and renal
functions.[23] The as-synthesized hydrophobic Au NPs would then undergo the PEGylation process, for
the purpose of amphiphilic phase transition (Figure S2) and also to endow the Au NPs with the longcirculating property. Figure 1b shows the light gray halo surrounding the Au NPs, confirming the
successful PEGylation process (Figure 1b). Afterwards, DUPA(OtBu)-OH, a precursor of DUPA with
protective groups, was modified on surface of PEGylated Au NPs for the targeting purpose as previously
reported with minor modification.[24] The protective groups of DUPA(OtBu)-OH were removed by
trifluoroacetic acid. Agarose gel electrophoresis was then performed to demonstrate the deprotecting of
DUPA(OtBu)-OH and also successful coating of DUPA. As demonstrated in Figure 1c, compared with the
vitamin B12 (electroosmotic flow tracer) and Pegylated Au NPs, Au-DUPA NPs could migrate to the anode
due to the electronegativity of carboxyl groups within DUPA molecules. Meanwhile, the synchronism of
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the migration by Au-DUPA NPs could suggest the rather uniform size and charge of these NPs.
Furthermore, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra also verified the DUPA coating through the
presence of C=O peaks at 1729 nm−1 (Figure 1 d).
DTX Loading and In Vitro Release Profile
DTX molecules were encapsulated into the PEG coronal of the PEGylated Au-DUPA NPs through the noncovalent interaction to construct the Au@DTX-DUPA NPs. To evaluate the loading capacity of Au-DUPA
NPs for DTX, UV/Vis analysis was performed. As shown in Figure 2a, the typical band of DTX in water
appeared at 231nm. When the weight ratio of DTX to Au-DUPA NPs is more than 1/25, the typical band
appeares. By contrast, the typical band would disappear when the weight ratio of DTX to Au-DUPA NPs is
less than 1/25, suggesting that all the DTX molecules could be successfully encapsulated within the PEG
coronal. The weight ratio of DTX to Au NPs was 1/4000 throughout the investigation, therefore ensured
that all the DTX molecules have been encapsulated with the NPs. The final nanosystem were purified
through a 0.22 μm syringe filter and measured by dynamic light scattering. As demonstrated in Figure 2b,
the average diameter of final NPs is 11.9 (±2.8) nm. The cumulative release behavior of DTX from the
Au@DTX-DUPA is shown in Figure S3. It can be noticed that there is an initial burst release in the first five
hours, during which 42.25% of DTX is released from the NPs. In the following period, DTX is released by a
tardy manner. Such a release profile can be categorized as a biphasic pattern and this kind of two-phase
behavior has already been observed for various drug loaded NPs, for which various parameters such as
drug loading, conjugation as well formulation composites were found to influence the release.[25]
Cellular Uptake and Cytotoxicity Assay
Two kinds of human PCa cell lines, 22RV1and PC3 cell lines, namely, with or without PSMA expression
were adopted and the cellular uptake for Au-DUPA NPs was compared. Before the investigation, the
expression of PSMA in both cell lines was verified by immunohistochemistry. As shown in Figure S4, the
brown stain which displays on the membrane of 22RV1 (PSMA+) cells while not on PC3 cells (PSMA-),
confirming the positive and negative expression of PSMA in these two cell lines, respectively. Then,
22RV1 and PC3 cells were incubated with FITC-labeled Au-DUPA NPs for 24h. Confocal fluorescence
images show that fluorescence intensity of 22RV1 cells is much stronger than that of PC3 cells (Figure
2c), suggesting the higher internalization behavior of Au-DUPA NPs in the 22RV1 cells. ICP-MS result also
shows that 22RV1 cells had about 2.4 times higher Au content than PC3 cells (Figure 2d). All the results
confirm the higher cellular uptake of DUPA modified Au NPs in the PCa cells with PSMA expression. Au
NPs internalized within the cells mainly through endocytosis [26] and DUPA could interact with the
specific receptor on the cell membrane of 22RV1 to form an antibody-receptor conjugation. Therefore,
22RV1 cells could uptake much more NPs via the receptor-mediated endocytosis.
The in vitro cytotoxicity of Au-DUPA NPs was evaluated by co-incubating the murine fibroblast cell lines
(L929) with the NPs under various concentrations. It can be noticed that Au-DUPA NPs possessing low
cytotoxicity and ideal in vitro biocompatibility. Within the range of concentration levels up to 125μg/mL,
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the values for the cell viability maintain constant, indicating negligible effect of the NPs on the cell
viability (Figure 2e). The concentrations for EC50 (50% of maximal effect) of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and
free DTX on 22RV1 cells were further evaluated and compared. The results are shown in Figure 2f, where
both formulations exhibit dose-dependent cytotoxic effect. After calculation, the EC50 values for
Au@DTX-DUPA and free drug formulations on 22RV1 cells are 1.2nM and 2.2nM, respectively. It has been
confirmed that the working mechanism of DTX is based on the binding with the β−tubulin subunit of
polymerized tubulin dimers. Therefore, effective cellular uptake of the drug is the priority for the drug to
take actions. By contrast with the involvement of ATP-dependent efflux pumps and special transporters
for DTX influx, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs can deliver DTX to the tumor cells though receptor-mediated
endocytosis, thus lead to the enhanced cytotoxic effect and lower EC50 compared with the free drug.
Moreover, due to the interaction between DTX and P-glycoprotein (P-gp), a key protein overexpressed by
cancer cell lines to increase drug efflux, intracellular drug concentration would be further reduced.[27]
Similar results were also noticed on the PSMA coated mesoporous silica NPs for DTX selective
intracellular delivery to PCa cells, as higher cytotoxic activity of the nanosystem could be achieved as
compared with free DTX formulation.[28] It is worth noting that in the current study, DTX was adopted as
a radiosensitizer agent rather than chemotherapeutic drug. Therefore, in the following in vitro
experiments, 30μg/mL Au@DTX-DUPA containing 1.2nM DTX was applied for avoiding too severely
direct cell killing effect.
In vitro Evaluation of the Radiosensitive Effect
Cleavage of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) was applied to evaluate the cell apoptosis among
various groups under different treatments. It can be noticed in Figure 3a that while unnoticeable PARP
expression in the control group, all the other treatments would induce the PARP expression. Compared
with the treatment of irradiation (IR) only, the co-incubation with Au NPs with different coatings would
promote the PARP expression. Moreover, DUPA coating would result in more remarkable PARP expression
than Pegylated Au NPs, and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs possess the most significant performance among all the
treatments for PARP expression. Furthermore, the colony formation was carried out to investigate the in
vitro radiosensitization effect by Au NPs with different coatings. Similar to the western blotting
investigation, it is evident from Figure 3b that Au NPs could decrease the colony forming of 22RV1 cells
in a coating dependent manner compared to control group. Once again, the trend that Au-DUPA NPs have
better performance than Pegylated Au NPs, and most significant effect happened to Au@DTX-DUPA NPs
could be observed. Cell survival fractions under various IR doses and different treatments are shown in
Figure 3c, and the results are in consistent with the colony formation observation. For instance, under 4Gy
IR, there is 45.0 % colony formation of 22RV1 cells in the IR only group, while there are only 39.7 %, 30.3 %
and 14.3 % cell survival rates in the Pegylated Au, Au-DUPA and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs groups, respectively.
Moreover, the SER50 (defined as the ratio of survival fractions without and with NPs at a survival rate of
50%) value of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs calculated by the survival fraction curves was 1.73, which is much
higher than that of Au-DUPA NPs or Pegylated Au NPs (1.36 and 1.17). In addition, we compared the
colony formation inhibitive efficacy between Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and Au-DUPA NPs at gradient
concentration under 4 Gy IR. The inhibitive efficiency of both NPs is concentration dependent. Compared
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with Au-DUPA NPs, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs with lower concentration could achieve comparable results
(Figure S5). All the findings confirm the remarkable contribution of DTX to the radiosensitization effect of
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs.
G2/M Phase Arrest and Cascade Enrichment of NPs Internalization
As shown in Figure 3d, the proportion of cells in G2/M phase is increasing with incubation time in both
free DTX and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs groups, but no such effect could be observed in Au-DUPA NPs group.
After 24 h incubation, the proportions of cells in G2/M phase in free DTX group and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs
group are 3.0 times and 3.8 times of that in Au-DUPA NPs group. As an effective microtubule-targeted
drug, DTX could delay cell division by accelerating the polymerization of microtubule proteins and then
cause excessive microtubule formation and stabilization to selectively induce G2/M phase arrest. The
better performance of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs than that of free DTX could be explained by more DTX cellular
uptake by NPs formulation, as discussed earlier. It has been widely acknowledged that cell cycle has
significant effect on the outcome of irradiation. as mitotic cells are more hypersensitive to irradiation.
Mitotic phase could effectively inactivate DSBs repair by inhibiting telomere fusion.[29, 30] Therefore,
arresting more cells in pre-mitotic (G2) and mitotic phases (M) would make the cells more sensitive to IR.
Another beneficial contribution from G2/M phase arrest can be revealed from the higher intracellular NPs
concentration, as shown in Figure 3e. The fluorescence intensity in Pegylated Au NPs and Au-DUPA NPs
groups presents a growing trend within 16 h incubation, whereas it shows a downward trend after 24h
incubation. However, the fluorescence intensity of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs group is stronger than those of the
other two groups at all incubated periods and maintained at a high level after 24 h incubation.
Intracellular NPs concentration could be diluted by cell division, as the internalized NPs could be
distributed into the daughter cells during the division.[31, 32] Cells at G2/M phases arrested by DTX have
not yet divided, therefore high retention of the NPs within the cells. Apart from that, cells in G2/M phases
are normally associated with higher NPs uptake because it has been proved that the transport associated
membrane proteins are highly expressed in G2/M phases than other cell cycle phases.[33-36] Based on
the two points, the cascade enhanced retention and enrichment of NPs within the cells could be
achieved.
ROS and DSBs under IR
DCFH-DA assay was adopted to evaluate the ROS production. As shown in Figure 6a, while faint green
fluorescent spots exist in cells under IR only, more bright fluorescent images can be achieved by cell coincubating with various NPs in the sequence of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs > Au@DUPA NPs > Pegylated Au NPs
(Figure 4a). Fluorescent intensity quantified by FACS is shown and compared in Figure 4b, and the results
indicate that Pegylated Au NPs, Au@DUPA NPs, and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs induces 1.2, 1.6, and 2.5 times
higher ROS than IR only group, respectively. As one of the primary killing pathways of IR, ROS generated
by the radiolysis of water could induce cell death either by interacting with biological molecules directly or
by exerting oxidative stress indirectly.[37] The higher concentration of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs within cells
could lead to more secondary electron under IR and thus to produce higher level of ROS. In addition, DTX
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can elicit ROS production from NADPH oxidase.[38] Beyond that, cytochrome P450 can metabolize DTX
to generate hydroxide radicals.[39] All of these could account for the promoted ROS production by
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs.
Degree of DSBs under different treatments was evaluated by γ-H2AX staining. It can be revealed that the
phenomena are quite in consistent with the results of ROS production, as demonstrated in Figure 4c.
DSBs, indicated by the fluorescent images, become more remarkable in the group sequence of Au@DTXDUPA NPs > Au@DUPA NPs > Pegylated Au NPs > IR only. Quantitative analysis by FACS also supported
the observation, as demonstrated in Figure 4d that Pegylated Au NPs group, Au-DUPA NPs group, and
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs group has 1.4, 2.1, and 3.3 times higher DSBs than IR only group, respectively. DNA
damage accounts for another important working mechanism of IR induced cell killing and there are
several types of DNA damage may involved, including single strand breaks, DNA base modifications, and
DSBs.[40] Among these, DSBs are considered to be the most detrimental factor for clonogenic cell killing.
[41] There are two possible reasons responsible for the better performance of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs for
DSBs. First, more ROS could directly induce increased DNA damage through oxidizing nucleoside bases
(e.g. formation of 8-oxo guanine). Second, DTX can enter into nucleus and bond to double-stranded DNA
to form a stable DTX-topoisomerase II complex that prevents proteins from repairing DNA damage.[42]
The observation that the as-synthesized Au@DTX-DUPA NPs would greatly aggravates the ROS and
DSBs under IR could provide an underlying basis as effective radiosensitizers.

In Vivo Evaluation of the Radiosensitive Effect
22RV1 tumor bearing xenograft nude mice were grouped for different treatments and the tumor volumes
were recorded and shown in Figure 5a-b. Compared with the mice in control group which only received
saline injection, the growth of all tumors in other groups are inhibited to varying degrees. Specifically, the
mice treated with Au-DUPA NPs + RT have better response than those with Pegylated Au NPs + RT. And
the Au@DTX-DUPA NPs+ RT shows the best antitumor efficacy among all treatments, with tumor size
increasing by only 20% on 14 days after treatment. Meanwhile, the weight changes of mice with different
treatments were monitored (Figure 5c). There is no significant weight change in mice treated with
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + RT, Au-DUPA NPs + RT, or Pegylated Au NPs + RT, while there is significant weight
loss in those treated with RT alone and control group. On the 15th day after treatments, all mice received
isoflurane anesthesia and were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The vital viscus (including the heart,
liver, spleen, lung, and kidney) and tumor were collected. The proliferative capacity of tumors was
evaluated with Ki67 assay. As shown in Figure 5e, the expression of Ki67 is significantly inhibited in
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + RT group compared with other groups. The impairment of vital viscus was
evaluated by histopathological analysis with H&E assay (Figure S6). Neither prominent damage nor
inflammation are observed in any of the viscus of the treated mice, indicating that these NPs did not
cause obvious visceral toxicity in the animals.
NPs biodistribution were evaluated by ICP-MS and the results are shown in Figure S7. It could be revealed
that despite that remarkable amount of Au NPs could be retained within tumor tissue with Au content of
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27μg/g, there is still considerable concentration of Au accumulated in the reticuloendothelial system,
mostly liver and spleen. Further on, special attention has been paid on the retention ability by tumor
tissues on the Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and Au-DUPA NPs. As shown in Figure 5d, 6 h after injection, the Au
concentration in 22RV1 xenograft tumors is similar between Au@DTX-DUPA NPs and Au-DUPA NPs
groups. However, a decreased Au accumulation in the tumors treated with Au-DUPA NPs could be
observed at 24h after injection, while Au content keeps stable in the mice tumors treated with Au@DTXDUPA NPs. Furthermore, the Au concentration in tumors of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs group is 1.5 times higher
than that of Au@-DUPA group. Our in vitro investigation has demonstrated that due to the G2/M phases
arrest by Au@DTX-DUPA NPs, accumulation of NPs inside cells could be effectively increased. The
results demonstrated in Figure 5e also prove such performance can also be achieved in vivo. Except for
the active targeting effect by DUPA, the loading of DTX can also further enhance the retention of Au NPs
by cell cycle arrest.

Conclusions
In summary, PSMA-targeted DTX loaded Au NPs were successfully synthesized and demonstrated as an
all-purpose radiosensitization with great potential for clinical translation. The as-synthesized NPs can
selectively target to PCa cells with PSMA expression. Results of in vitro cellular uptake assay
demonstrated significantly higher NPs uptake in PSMA + 22RV1 cells than in PSMA − PC3 cells, therefore
enhanced dose deposition effect by Au NPs could be fully guaranteed. Moreover, Au@DTX-DUPA NPs
could promote G2/M phases arrest for more sensitive of the PCa cells to IR. Meanwhile, cell-cycle arrest
would further induce cascade retention and enrichment of the NPs within the cells, which would
strengthen the dose deposition effect. Furthermore, ROS generation and DSBs could be greatly promoted
by the Au@DTX-DUPA NPs under IR, thereby to provide an underlying basis for effective radiosensitizers.
Promising results from in vitro and in vivo investigations confirmed the as-synthesized Au@DTX-DUPA
NPs as an effective nano-radiosensitizer with ideal safety. Once again, it was noting that all the moieties
within the NPs have been approved by FDA for the purpose of PCa treatment. Though more detailed and
systemic validation is needed, the rather simple structure by the facile protocol makes the nanosystem
based on first-line drug repurposing highly attractive for clinical translation.
Supporting Information. Supplement materials
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Figure 1
(a) Schematic of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs synthesis. (b) TEM images of Pegylated Au NPs unstained and
stained by 2% phosphotungstic acid. (c) Agarose gel electrophoresis of Au-DUPA NPs, Pegylated Au NPs,
and vitamin B12 in TAE buffer (pH=8.5). (d) FTIR spectra of Pegylated Au NPs and Au-DUPA NPs.
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Figure 2
(a) UV/Vis analysis for various weight ratio of DTX/Au-DUPA NPs in H2O solution. The spectrum of free
DTX was set as reference. (b) Distribution of the hydrodynamic diameters of Au@DTX-DUPA NPs. (c)
Confocal fluorescence images of 22RVI and PC3 cells, which incubated with FITC-labeled Au-DUPA NPs
for 24 h. FITC-labeled NPs show green fluorescence and Hochest 33342 with blue fluorescence is used
for nuclear staining. (d) Quantitative Au content of 22RV1 and PC3 cells incubated with FITC-labeled AuDUPA NPs for 24 h by ICP-MS. Data are represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). (e) Relative cell viability of
L929 cells incubated with different concentrations of Au-DUPA NPs for 24 h and 48 h. Data are
represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). (f) Relative cell viability 22RV1 cells treated with different
concentrations of free DTX or Au@DTX-DUPA NPs to determine the concentration for EC50. Data are
represented as mean ± SD (n = 3). P values were calculated using the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
** P < 0.01.
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Figure 3
(a) Cleavage PARP of 22RV1 cells under various treatments. Β-actin served as loading control (IR dose =
4Gy). (b) Colony formation of 22RV1 cells received IR only, Pegylated Au + IR, Au-DUPA NPs + IR, and
Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + IR. (c) Survival fraction of 22RV1 cells incubated with various NPs and received
gradient radiation dose of 0, 2, 4, and 6 Gy IR. Data were represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). (d) DNA
content and cell cycle distribution of 22RV1 cells incubated with Au-DUPA NPs, free DTX, or Au@DTX DUPA NPs for different incubated periods. (e) Quantitative analyzed the concentration of Pegylated Au
NPs, Au-DUPA NPs, or Au@DTX -DUPA NPs in 22RV1 cells for different incubated periods. Data were
represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). P values were calculated using the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01.
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Figure 4
(a) Confocal fluorescence images of ROS marked by DCFH-DA in 22RV1 cells treated with IR only,
Pegylated Au NPs + IR, Au-DUPA NPs + IR, and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + IR. The IR dose was 4 Gy. (b)
Quantitative the ROS in 22RV1 cells received different treatments with FACS. Data were represented as
mean ± SD (n = 5). (c) Confocal fluorescence images of DSBs marked by γ-H2AX in 22RV1 cells treated
with IR only, Pegylated Au NPs + IR, Au-DUPA NPs + IR, and Au@DTX-DUPA NPs + IR. The IR dose was 4
Gy. (d) Quantitative the DSBs in 22RV1 cells received different treatments with FACS. Data were
represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). P values were calculated using the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
** P < 0.01.
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Figure 5
(a) Tumor growth curves of 22RV1 cell xenograft tumor bearing nude mice in different groups after
various treatments. The irradiation dose of electron beam was 6 Gy. Tumor volumes have been
normalized according to their initial sizes. Data were represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). (b) Weight
change curves of mice in different groups after various treatments. Mice weight had been normalized
according to their initial weight. Data were presented as mean ± SD (n = 5). (c) Images of harvested
tumors of different groups after various treatments on 15th days after treatments. (d) Ki67 staining of
tumor slices collected from different groups 15 days after receiving different treatments. (e) Au
concentration in 22RV1 xenograft tumors at 6 and 24h after injection of Au-DUPA NPs or Au@DTX-DUPA
NPs. Data were represented as mean ± SD (n = 5). P values were calculated using the two-tailed unpaired
Student’s t-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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